
Name: __________________________________    Date: _______________

October WORK SHEETS

 
Bear Essential News is here and is written just for you. Use the OctoBear edition to complete 
these activities, and have a HAPPY & SAFE HALLOWEEN!  
 
News Highlights & In the Spotlight (p. 5) 
Pick either News Highlights story and find the 5W’s & H in it: 
 

Who ______________________ Where _________________ 
 

What _____________________ When __________________ 
 

Why ______________________       How ___________________ 
 

In the Spotlight: Come up with an appropriate name for this Viking warrior woman! 
 
______________________________________________________________________  
  
Main Feature: Haunted Arizona! 
Read the poems and stories of this ghostly feature, and answer the following questions: 
1.  Which is your favorite haunted poem and why? 
 
 
2.  If you could, which Arizona locale would you like to visit or even stay? 
Do you think you’d get nervous or frightened? 
 
 
3.  Do you believe ghosts, spirits or apparitions exist? Why or why not? 
 
 
 
 
Water Wise with CAP: The Many Ways We Depend on Water! 

List four ways that you use water:  
 
1. ______________________     2. _____________________ 
 
3. ______________________     4. _____________________ 
 
How can you cut down on how much water you use for each? 
 
1. ______________________     2. _____________________ 
 
3. ______________________     4. _____________________ 
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October WORK SHEETS

 
VOCABULARY 
 
POWER WORD MISSING LETTERS & SECRET MESSAGE! 
Below are this month’s Power Words, which appear capitalized and in bold face in the 
newspaper. Figure out the missing letters in each word and write the circled ones, in order left to 
right, in the spaces at the bottom to reveal the timely secret message! 
 

 
 
Part II:  After you’ve figured out the secret message, write a definition for each Power Word as 
it is used in Bear Essential News. 
 
1.  tre__cherous__ — 
 
2.  __rovisi__ns — 
 

3.  ev__ __ ke — 
 

4.  __nf__r — 
 
5.  dis__mbo__ied — 
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